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In this work authors present an innovative system devoted to the execution of geognostic tests for near shore 

applications, this is a fundamental system for the development of coastal marine plants and infrastructures, like 

Eolic generators or Coastal piping systems often adopted in chemical applications. In this work authors focus 

their attention on a full model of the proposed system aiming to demonstrate main features of the proposed 

solution which Is currently assembled by the industrial partners of this project. 

1. Introduction 

Development of Blue Economy is an important goal for a sustainable growth of mankind (Perissi et al. 2021). 

Exploration and inspection of bottom of coastal area also represent an important issue not only for the 

development of seabed activities (Levin et al., 2020) but also for the development of fundamental infrastructures 

like harbours (Masoli et al., 2020) or the generation of large Eolic generators as example in Europe 

Buoncunto(2014) or in south America, Freitas (2016). Application of CPTWD (Cone Penetration Test While 

Drilling) techniques (Sacchetto et al.,2004) represent a valid approach to speed up the execution of geognostic 

prospection activities. However, the adoption of CPTWD has to be coupled to a vector able to transport and 

support the CPTWD equipment in various environment with reasonable installation costs. In this work it is 

investigated to perform geognostic activities for near shore and very near shore application which corresponds 

to an operational depth between zero (amphibious, wet conditions) to about 20 meters. For this kind of 

environment, the usage of offshore equipment is not feasible, as example some authors propose walking bio 

inspired unit able to directly on sea bottom at high dept (Picardi et al.,2020). However, these solutions are not 

well suited to operate with very low depth or to carry with affordable costs, heavy equipment. Alternatively for 

swamp, marsh and other amphibious applications are often proposed system based on screw propellers such 

as the solutions that have been proposed for various sites (Cocks et al., 2019), (Green et al. 2021). 

Unfortunately, these solutions are probably ideal to operate in some specific environment, but they are totally 

unsuited to assure the motion on more compact grounds for prolonged distances, also they are poorly 

performing also in marine environments. Authors (Pugi et al., 2019) have some previous experiences on the 

design of special drilling machines so they propose the construction of a support boat/vehicle able to operate 

on various kind of soils for a drilling equipment that is in installed on a seabed that can be detached and stabilized 

on the sea bottom. In this work attention is focused on the design of the hydraulic plant aiming to properly control 

the various functions of the submerged seabed: 

• Stabilization and Alignment of the drilling unit on the bottom which is performed by four hydraulic 

stabilizers as visible in Figure 1. 

• Drilling 

• Advance of the drilling unit  
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In particular, the complete system is simulated through a complete digital twin able to reproduce all the complex 

interaction between multibody dynamics, hydraulic actuation, electronic control system. The model is developed 

using Amesim-Siemens Simcenter™. 

 

Figure 1: Simplified Scheme of the simulated drilling unit on the sea bottom  

1.1 Main Features of Simulated Machine 

Simulated drilling units must exert a maximum push-pull force of about five tons so its weight is constrained to 

be at least equal to the over cited vertical force. Involved advance speed are quite low (about 10-2 m/s) so 

involved power is relatively low. 

For what concern drilling parameters such as torque, rotation and advance speed of the drilling unit have been 

calculated using a model that has been developed on a previous STIGE project (Pugi et al, 2021): these 

parameters are quite variable according the kind of excavated material so the machine was designed to operate 

with a very wide range of drilling speed (0-140 rpm) and torques: the system must be able to assure very high 

drilling torques (over 1500-2000 kgm) at low speed (40-50rpm) still assuring a residual torque of about 500kgm 

at high speed (110 rpm) to preserve an high productivity of the system.  

These high performances are assured by a couple of parallel connected hydraulic motors with a maximum total 

displacement of about 1354 cm3 (677cm3 each motor). For what concern the stabilizing features of the machine, 

the maximum slope of sandy bottom for which the machine is designed is limited and constrained by stability 

considerations (Ikeda, 1982) to no more than 15-20° degree. So, considering a base of the machine of about to 

meters the stabilization system has to recover a total quote which is not superior to about 50-60 cm.  

Hydraulic power needed by the machine is provided by a power pack which is installed on the support ship and 

transmitted to the seabed drilling machine with an umbilical connection. In this way the same power pack can 

be used also to feed various subsystems like manipulators, cranes and amphibious propulsion systems of the 

support ship optimizing cost and encumbrances. Finally, the management on a surface boat of the power pack 

is much easier. Currently the size of the hydraulic power pack is able to provide about100kW of power that is 

exerted through a shaft running with a constant speed of approximately 2000 rpm. 

Considering a maximum operating depth of about 20-25 meter the length of the umbilical connection is supposed 

to be equivalent to about 30m. Management of a such umbilical connection should be really simplified if the 

number of adopted connections is minimized. Also, efficiency is an important issue considering the limited 

available power of the power pack, losses introduced by long umbilical connections, optimization of total 

involved volumes of oil and consequently of tanks need to manage the plant. 

For this reason, authors focused their attention on two possible plant configurations both aiming to optimize all 

these over cited tech. specifications: 

• Three Pipes Layout: the simpler solution and probably the most efficient in terms of plant design and 

control 

• Two Pipe Layout: using a particular load sensing layout is possible to minimize the number of hydraulic 

connections to a single hydraulic circuit (two pipes) 

2. Three Pipes Layout 

Most of the power needed for the drilling process (typically from 95% to 99%) is typically provided to the rotary 

motors of the drilling unit, As visible in the scheme of figure 2/a/b/c, to maximize transmission efficiency, a 

variable displacement pump is used to directly control the flow and consequently speed of the rotary unit. 

Pressurized oil is provided to the rotary using a pipe of relevant diameter (5/4”). All the other actuators (tool 
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advance and stabilizers) to which are associated modest oil consumptions are instead connected in parallel to 

a pressurized pipe of lower diameter (1/2”-3/4”) that is feed by a variable displacement which is pressure 

controlled. A fixed pressure reference is fundamental for properly control with distributor valves all the connected 

actuators working in parallel. Oil from both flow and pressure-controlled circuit is then collected and returned to 

the main tank on the support ship by a single large diameter pipe (5/4”) minimizing the number of hydraulic 

umbilical connections to three pipes. 

 
  

a) b) c) 

Figure 2/a/b/c: simplified three pipe layout, a) complete Amesim-Siemens Simcenter™ Model of the Plant, b) 

detail of rotary model, detail of multibody model of the leg 

Using the over cited model of the plant some preliminary simulations ar\e performed: various operational speed 

and torque conditions are simulated considering a maximum delivered power of about 100kW and the maximum 

displacement of both rotary motors. Some results in terms of balance power are shown in figure 3/a/b:in the first 

30 seconds of simulation stabilizers are activated and the machine is properly aligned then a constant advance 

and drilling speed profile is started. Tests are repeated considering different cutting torques and speed; when 

high torques at low speed are required (figure 3/a) the system is very efficient and it able to deliver the maximum 

power with limited losses. Then when higher speed is required friction losses on pipes and valves increases 

reducing the overall efficiency of the system. 

 
Figure 3/a/b: example of simulation results in terms of power balance between exerted power of the 

powerpack and loads, a) example with high torques at low speed, b)low torque at high speed. 

2.1 Control of Stabilizers 

Four vertical stabilizers visible in the scheme of figure 1 are used to properly align the seabed respect to the 

sea-bottom. The four stabilizers are placed on a square base whose side is equal to 2l where l is about 1m. 

Alignment of the seabed is measured by an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) so roll and pitch angles are known 

(φ,θ). Since the system is controlled by a closed loop and rotation angle respect to desired aligned position are 

small the considered order of rotations has limited consequences. As visible in the scheme of figure 4 both roll 
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and pitch angles are controlled by two independent PID loops which produce two corresponding corrections 

respectively called uφ and uθ. Each leg is supposed to be position controlled. Correction applied to the run of 

each actuator is defined Δxi where the pedex i is adopted to indicate the i-th stabilizer leg (i=1..4). 

 
Figure 4: Stabilization Loop, simplified model is Siemens-Amesim-Simcenter™ 

 

Corrections Δxi are calculated from uφ and uθ according (1) through a conversion/allocation matrix Aφθ 
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The reference position of each leg xref_i is calculated according (2) as the sum of the correction Δxi  and x0, the 

half run of each actuator (since the run of each leg is 0.6[m] x0 is equal to 0.3) 

_ 0ref i ix x x= +   (2) 

With this simple approach performed corrections are minimized respect to the limited run of each actuator in a 

very simple way. In figure 5/a/b some results concerning a simulation are shown: The seabed is posed near the 

sea bottom the stabilizers are extracted reaching the half run x0. Since the bottom is irregular (four different 

perturbed heights of the bottom are chosen for each stabilizer) the algorithm, as visible in figure 5/a detect a 

misalignment of the seabed, correcting as visible in figure 5/b the length of each leg.  

 

 
a) b) 

Figure 5/a/b: example of self-alignment sequence, a) measured roll and pitch angles, b)run of each stabiliz. leg 

3. Two Pipe Layout 

In this second layout a single variable displacement pump is used to feed the whole seabed so only two pipes 

(a pressurized one and a return/drain to tank) are used. The pump is controlled with a virtual/electronic load 

sensing since no additional hydraulic connections can be installed: pressures at both end of rotary units Pa and 

Pb are measured. The variable displacement pump is pressure controlled to maintain a reference pressure level 

Pref which automatically adapted respect to loading conditions according (3) 

( )( )minmax ,ref a bP P P P= +   (3) 

In (3) Pmin is a minimum pressure that must be assured for a proper minimal pressurization of the plant. 
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Rotation of speed of the rotary is controlled by a speed loop through the usage of a 4/3 distributor valve, but 

losses across the valve are minimized since pumping pressure Pref is continuously optimized respect to loading 

conditions according (3). All the other actuators are connected to pressure-controlled pump that is installed on 

the seabed to provide a reference high level pressure to the other position-controlled actuators (drilling tool, 

advance and stabilizers). Power needed to this additional pump is provided by a part of the fluid sent from the 

main power pack on the support ship, so according to the scheme of figure 6\a\b when both rotary and other 

actuators are working in parallel, pressure sensing on rotary also contribute to compensate the losses on shared 

pipes. 

 
 

a) b) 

Figure 6/a/b: a)load sensing power pack, (b) local pressurizing pump on the seabed 

 

Proposed solution is verified considering different operational condition in terms of operating speed and torques 

of the rotary. In figure 7/a/b some results are shown: higher efficiency is reached with high operational torques 

at high speed since in this condition losses on pipes are substantially reduced. These calculations are performed 

with ideal pump and actuators, so real efficiency should be lower (probably from 10 to 20% lower). 

 
 

a) b) 

a) b) 

Figure 7/a/b: calculated power for power pack(a) and efficiency(b)  

 

Calibration and increased construction costs should penalize this second layout, but it should be considered the 

high simplification due to the elimination of one of the three pipes of the umbilical connection. 

4. Conclusions and Future Developments 

In this work it is investigated the optimal layout of the hydraulic plant that will be used to control a drilling seabed 

for nearshore installation of Eolic generators. In this work authors have been able to propose and preliminary 

simulate two different plant configurations that should be tested on the first prototype of the system that is 

currently in the construction phase. 

After first commissioning authors are planning further activities related to a further calibration of models (Vedova, 

2021)) that should be useful for a further refinement of a digital twin of the system for further optimization and 

test that are too risky or expensive to be performed in real operational conditions, 

In this sense test it’s foreseen the application of HIL (Hardware In the Loop) techniques that some of the authors 

have applied in past research activities concerning safety relevant control systems (Pugi et al.2016). 
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Finally some further applications related to monitoring of harbours (Fornaro et al.,2021) and of submerged 

concrete structures (Gao et al.,2018). 
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